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1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the asymptotic covariance matrix (ACM) of
maximum-likelihood estimates (MLEs) of factor loadings and unique variances when
one element of MLEs of unique variances is nearly zero, i.e., when the MLE of the
matrix of unique variances is nearly singular. It has been known for a long time
that this situation occurs quite frequently in practice, e.g., Jöreskog [14] noted that
“: : :improper solutions are quite frequent. Out of the 11 sets of data considered only
two sets (Data 1 and 5) have proper solutions for all values of k0 (the number of
factors). This is a most remarkable result” (p. 473). While he developed an effective
computational method to yield parameter estimates in spite of this problem, he did
not provide standard error formulas that could be applied in this circumstance.
The formulas for the ACM of MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances for
the regular case were obtained by Lawley [16], and they were systematically pre-
sented in [18]. There are some mistakes in the formulas presented by Lawley and
Maxwell [18] and the mistakes were corrected by Jennrich and Thayer [13]. Jennrich
[9] and Lawley [17] introduced the augmented information matrix approach which
simplifies the process of obtaining the ACM of MLEs of factor loadings and unique
variances.
The formulas presented in [13,18] involve a reciprocal of unique variances. When
one of the MLEs of unique variances approaches zero, the reciprocal diverges to plus
infinity. As a result, the estimated ACM computed using the standard formulas in
[13,18] breaks down as one element of the MLEs of unique variances gets very close
to zero. Thus, it is desirable to come up with alternative formulas for the ACM of
MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances which do not involve a reciprocal of
unique variances. Furthermore, the standard formulas are likely to run into computa-
tional instabilities if some of the unique variances are very small, and rounding errors
can result in disastrous outcomes of the computations. The alternative methods, on
the other hand, should be more stable, avoiding problems with rounding errors. The
purpose of this paper is to give such alternative formulas and also an alternative
procedure to obtain the ACM that can be used even when the MLE of the matrix of
unique variances is nearly singular.
Jennrich and Clarkson [11] developed a method to compute approximate standard
errors which makes use of a jackknife-like procedure. Their paper dealt with the
Heywood case (i.e., case with a zero value of MLE of a unique variance) problem
by expressing elements of the differentials of factor loadings without the inverse
of unique variances. In this paper, we present exact (both standard and alternative)
formulas for the ACM of MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances by making
use of the differentials obtained by Jennrich and Clarkson [11].
In addition to the formulas mentioned above, we also provide another approach
to compute the ACM of MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances using the
augmented information matrix under a nearly singular matrix of MLEs of unique
variances. The partial derivatives of the constraint functions given by Jennrich [9]
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involve reciprocals of elements of unique variances, so use of the standard partial
derivatives creates a problem as one of the elements of MLEs of unique variances
approaches zero. We use an alternative constraint function which does not involve re-
ciprocals of unique variances, and derive the partial derivatives of the alternative con-
straint functions with respect to the elements of factor loadings and unique variances
to implement the augmented information matrix approach.
We first introduce the formulas for MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances
and the ACM for the regular case in Section 2. An alternative formula for MLEs of
factor loadings is reviewed in Section 3, along with a discussion of several issues
associated with the case of a nearly singular matrix of MLEs of unique variances.
Then, in Section 4, we present our alternative formulas for the ACM of MLEs of
factor loadings and unique variances. Section 5 presents both the standard and alter-
native formulas derived from the differentials given by Jennrich and Clarkson [11].
The augmented information matrix approach with an alternative constraint function
and the partial derivatives follows in Section 6. Section 7 is a brief conclusion.
2. The ACM of MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances: W version
Let xi; i D 1; : : : ; n, be a p  1 random vector of observations with the mean
vector 0 and the covariance matrix R, K be a p m matrix of factor loadings, fi be
an m 1 vector of the common factors, and i be a p  1 vector of the unique fac-
tors. The factor analysis model is given by xi D Kfi C i with E.fi/ D 0;Cov.fi/ D
Im, E.i/ D 0;Cov.i/ D W, Cov.fi ; i / D 0, where W is a positive definite (or pos-
itive semidefinite) diagonal matrix. Then the covariance matrix R is expressed as
R D KK0 C W. In MLE, we further assume that xi’s are random samples from a
multivariate normal population with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix R, and the
constraint that K0W−1K is diagonal is imposed for K to be identified. It is known that
the MLEs of K and W are obtained by solving the following two equations:
K D W1=2X.H − Im/1=2; (1)
W D diag.S − KK0/; (2)
where H is an mm diagonal matrix whose elements are the first m largest ei-
genvalues of W−1=2SW−1=2, X a p m matrix whose columns are normalized
(i.e., X0X D Im) eigenvectors corresponding to the first m largest eigenvalues of
W−1=2SW−1=2, diag.A/ denotes the diagonal matrix whose elements are the diagonal
elements of the square matrix A, and S is the sample covariance matrix.
Let bK and bW be the MLEs of K and W; b D vec.bK/ and b D vdg.bW/, where
vec.bK/ denotes the pm-vector listing m columns of the p m matrix bK starting
from the first column, and vdg.bW/ denotes the diagonal elements of bW arranged
as a p-vector. Anderson and Rubin [3] established the asymptotic multinormality
of
p
n.b− / and pn.b −  / under the following three assumptions: (i) U  U is
nonsingular, i.e., the determinant jU  Uj =D 0, where U is defined in (13), and  is
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the Hadamand product; (ii) K and W are identified by the constraint that K0W−1K is
diagonal and the diagonal elements are different and ordered; (iii) the sample covari-
ance matrix S converges to R, in probability, and
p
n.S − R/ has an asymptotic mul-
tinormal distribution. (Actually, the joint asymptotic multinormality of pn..b0b 0/0 −
.0 0/0/ also holds. See, e.g., [2].)
We now present the standard formulas for the ACM of MLEs of factor loadings
and unique variances. The original elementwise formulas were given by Lawley and
Maxwell [18], with correction by Jennrich and Thayer [13]. The formulas that we
give are a matrix version of the identical results, which is slightly modified from the
matrix results given by Hayashi and Sen [7]. (Note: The proof for the equivalence
between the elementwise formulas and the matrix formulas for A and B are given in
Appendix A.3. The matrix formulas forE and U were given by Lawley and Maxwell
[18].) The formulas for the ACM are: 
Var.b/ Cov.b; b /
Cov.b ;b/ Var.b /
!
D

1
n
 
AC 2B 0EB 2B 0E
2EB 2E
!
; (3)
where A (of order pm pm), B (of order p  pm), and E (of order p  p) are as
follows:
A D fM ⊗ R C .M ⊗ KM/.diag.Kmγ //.Im ⊗ K0/g − fA1  A01 A2g; (4)
B D −fW−2K.H − Im/−1 ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ W C .10mH ⊗ K/.diag.Kmb//.Im ⊗ K0/g; (5)
E D .U  U/−1; (6)
with
A1 D 1m ⊗ K ⊗ 10p − .diag.//.Im ⊗ 1p10p/; (7)
A2 D HH‡H ⊗ 1p10p; (8)
γ  D vec..H − Im/2H‡ − 1m10m C
( 1
2

Im/; (9)
M D H.H − Im/−1; (10)
H
‡ D vec−1...Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im/2/C1m2/; (11)
b D .Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im − 2 diag.vec.H.H − Im////−11m2; (12)
U D W−1 − W−1K.H − Im/−1K0W−1; (13)
where H is an mm diagonal matrix whose elements are the first m largest eigen-
values of W−1=2RW−1=2, vec−1 the inverse operation of vec, i.e., vec.H‡/ D ..Im ⊗
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H − H ⊗ Im/2/C1m2 with H
‡ being anmmmatrix, C in (11) the Moore–Penrose
inverse, ⊗ the Kronecker product, Km the m2 m2 commutation matrix defined
such that Km vec.G/ D vec.G0/ for any mm matrix G, diag.z/ denotes the diag-
onal matrix whose diagonal elements are vector z, Im is the m-dimensional identity
matrix, and 1m is the m-vector whose elements are all 1’s.
Note that Eqs. (5) and (13) involve inverses of unique variances. Also, the es-
timate of the .1; 1/ element of H, i.e., the estimate of the largest eigenvalue of
W−1=2RW−1=2, gets very large as one of the MLEs of unique variances approaches
zero. Thus, Eqs. (8)–(12) also need to be modified.
3. The case with a nearly singular matrix of MLEs of unique variances
We now discuss the case where one element of the matrix of MLEs of unique
variances is very close to zero, i.e., bW is nearly singular. (We deal only with explor-
atory factor analysis in this paper. For confirmatory factor analysis, see, e.g., [6].)
In this section, we discuss several issues associated with a nearly singular matrix of
MLEs of unique variances.
First, note that the assumption of positive semidefiniteness of W, i.e., fWV W > 0g,
is actually fWV 0 6 W 6 Rg, since KK0 is also positive semidefinite. We further as-
sume that the true parameter values W0 of unique variances lie in the interior of the
parameter space fWV 0 6 W 6 Rg; thus W0 is nonsingular. (One of the regularity
conditions for the asymptotic normality of MLEs requires that the neighborhood
around the true parameter values needs to be inside the parameter space. See, e.g.,
assumption (vi) of Theorem 2 of Anderson and Amemiya [2, p. 764].) The assump-
tion of nonsingularity of W0 implies that the probability of obtaining a nonsingularbW
(i.e., bW in the interior of fWV 0 6 W 6 Rg) approaches unity as sample size increases.
Second, the MLEs of factor loadings can be computed even when one element of
MLEs of unique variances is exactly zero, by using the eigenvalues r of UWU0,
where U is the Cholesky factor of S−1 (i.e., S−1 D U0U), instead of using the
eigenvalues r of W−1=2SW−1=2. We will state this as Observation 1, as follows.
Observation 1 T12; 21; 22U.
(i) Assume that S is positive definite. Let r be the eigenvalues of UWU0 with
S−1 D U0U; where U is an upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal
elements obtained by Cholesky decomposition of S−1; and let  r be the nor-
malized eigenvectors corresponding to r . Let N be an mm diagonal matrix
whose elements are them smallest eigenvalues 1 ; : : : ; m .1 <    < m/; and
let Z be a p m matrix whose rth column is r; r D 1; : : : ;m. Then we have
the following relationships:
H D N−1; (14)
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X D W1=2U0ZN−1=2: (15)
.ii/ The matrix of factor loadings is computed without H and X; as follows:
K D U−1Z.Im −N/1=2: (16)
Thus, alternatively, the MLEs of K and W are obtained by solving Eqs. .16/ and .2/;
instead of .1/ and .2/.
See Appendix A.1 for the proof of Observation 1. Note that Eq. (1) is derived from
.S − R/W−1K D 0, while Eq. (16) is derived from .S − R/S−1K D 0. In fact, the
three equations .S − R/W−1K D 0; .S − R/S−1K D 0, and .S − R/R−1K D 0 are
equivalent, except that positive definiteness of W; S, and R are assumed, respectively
[19, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3]. For example, equivalence of .S − R/W−1K D 0 and
.S − R/R−1K D 0 can be shown by making use of the identity W−1KH−1 D R−1K
[18, Eq. (4.7)] to convert one to the other (see Appendix A.8).
Third, although the MLEs of factor loadings can be computed even when one
element of MLEs of unique variances is exactly zero, caution has to be taken in
interpreting a zero value of b j in the same way as a strictly positive value of b j . Even
if a zero value of an estimate is an MLE in the sense that the log-likelihood function
is maximized at that value, it is not a stationary point of the likelihood equation in the
interior of the parameter space. Thus, we restrict ourselves to dealing with the ACM
of MLEs of factor loadings under a nearly singular, but not a strictly singular, matrix
of MLEs of unique variances in this paper. (See e.g., [5,15] for attempts to include
a strictly singular matrix of MLEs of unique variances as long as we are confident
in our assumption that W0 is nonsingular. However, further studies are needed on
whether the formulas given below still approximate well the true ACM in such a
case.)
Fourth, as the j th diagonal element b j of the matrix of MLEs of unique variances
gets closer and closer to zero, the matrix of MLEs of factor loadings follows a spe-
cific pattern: the j th row of the matrix of MLEs of factor loadings approaches zero,
except for the .j; 1/ element, which gets close to the square root of the j th diagonal
element of sample covariance matrix (except for the sign change). We state this as
the following observation.
Observation 2. If b j  0 (with the rest of the MLEs of unique variances not nearly
zero), thenbj1  s1=2jj (orbj1  −s1=2jj ) andbjr  0; r D 2; : : : ;m.
The proof is given in Appendix A.2. This result must have been known by Jör-
eskog [14], who described the phenomenon (e.g., in his Table 5) and developed
a partialing procedure to yield estimates of jr D r with the exact property that
r D 0.
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4. The ACM of MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances: R version
We now give alternative formulas for the asymptotic covariance matrix of MLEs
of factor loadings and unique variances which can be used even when one element of
estimated unique variances is very close to zero. As j approaches zero, Eqs. (5) and
(13) become unstable (because they involve  −1j , which diverges). Thus it is nec-
essary to replace these equations with alternative formulas that do not involve  −1j
(see e.g., [4]). Our approach is motivated by theirs. In addition, the .1; 1/ element of
H also gets very large as  j approaches zero. Thus, Eqs. (8)–(12) also need to be
modified. Our modified formulas are as follows:
A D fM ⊗ R C .M ⊗ KM/.diag.Kmγ //.Im ⊗ K0/g
−fA1  A01  A2g; (17)
B D −fR−1KM ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ Ip C .10m ⊗ R−1K/.diag.Kmb//.Im ⊗ K0/g; (18)
E D .U  U/−1; (19)
with
A1 D 1m ⊗ K ⊗ 10p − .diag.//.Im ⊗ 1p10p/; (20)
A2 D NN ‡N ⊗ 1p10p; (21)
γ  D vec..Im −N/2N ‡N2 − 1m10m C . 12 /Im/; (22)
M D .Im −N/−1; (23)
N
‡ D vec−1...N ⊗ Im − Im ⊗N/2/C1m2/; (24)
b D .N ⊗ Im − Im ⊗N − 2 diag.vec.Im − N///−11m2; (25)
U D R−1 − R−1KMK0R−1; (26)
whereN is anmm diagonal matrix whose elements are them smallest eigenvalues
(in ascending order) of UWU 0 with R−1 D U 0U , where U is an upper triangular ma-
trix with positive diagonal elements obtained by the Cholesky decomposition of R−1.
(The elementwise formulas corresponding to (17) and (18) are given in Appendix
A.4.)
It is easy to show the equivalence between Eqs. (4)–(13) and Eqs. (17)–(26),
by noting the identities N D H−1, W−1KH−1 D R−1K, and W−1K.H − Im/−1 D
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R−1KM . See Appendix A.5 for the proof of the equivalence. As before, we assume
that the determinant jU  Uj =D 0 and thus U  U is nonsingular, so that we can
compute E in (19) using U in (26). (U in itself is in general not of full rank, but of
rank p −m, see, e.g., [1, p. 23]).
In conclusion, the ACM of MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances can be
computed using Eqs. (3), (17)–(26), in place of Eqs. (3), (4)–(13), including when
one element of the MLEs of unique variances is nearly zero.
5. Alternative matrix formulas: W version and R version
Alternatively, it is possible to construct the matrix formulas for the ACM of esti-
mates of factor loadings and unique variances based on the differentials reported in
[11,13] with some modifications. The W version of formulas is as follows: 
Var.b/ Cov.b; b /
Cov.b ;b/ Var.b /
!
D
 o
o 0
o 
o 0
!
.Cov.s//

o
o 0
0  o 
o 0
0
; (27)
where the matrices of partial derivatives ofb and b involving W are given by
o
o 0
D .C−1N ⊗ Ip/

Gp −

o 
o 0

− .C−1 ⊗ K/.1 C 2/; (28)
o 
o 0
D Kp.U  U/−1K0p .U ⊗ U/Gp; (29)
with
C D K0W−1K; N D K0W−1; U D W−1 − N0C−1N;
Kp D
pX
iD1
.Jp;iJ
0
p;i ⊗ Jp;i/;
and
1 D

1
2

.diag.vec.C−1///.N ⊗ N/

Gp −

o 
o 0

; (30)
2 D .Im ⊗ C − C ⊗ Im/C

.N ⊗ N/Gp − ..C C Im/N ⊗ N/

o 
o 0

; (31)
with the p-dimensional ith unit vector Jp;i , and under normal sampling, Cov.s/ is
given by
Cov.s/ D . 1
n
/Hp.Ip2 CKp/.R ⊗ R/H 0p; (32)
where Kp is the p2  p2 commutation matrix (i.e., Kp vec.A/ D vec.A0/ for any
p  p matrix A), andHp D .G0pGp/−1G0p andGp is the p2  p.p C 1/=2 duplica-
tion matrix (i.e., vec(S) =Gpvech(S) for any p  p symmetric matrix S). (Essentially
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the identical expression to o =o 0 is obtained by Ihara and Kano [8].) The proof for
the alternative matrix approach (W version) is given in Appendix A.6.
The R version of the formulas (see also [7]) replaces the matrix of partial deriva-
tives ofb and b in (28) and (29) by
o
o 0
D .W−1Z ⊗ Ip/

Gp −

o 
o 0

− .W−1 ⊗ K/.Y1 C Y2/; (33)
o 
o 0
D Kp.QQ/−1K0p .Q⊗Q/Gp; (34)
respectively, with W D K0R−1K; Z D K0R−1, Q D Ip − KW−1Z, and
Y1 D

1
2

.diag.vec.W−1///.Z ⊗ Z/

Gp −

o 
o 0

; (35)
Y2 D .Im ⊗W −W ⊗ Im/C


..Im −W/Z ⊗ Z/Gp − .Z ⊗ Z/

o 
o 0

: (36)
See Appendix A.7 for the proof of the partial derivatives in the R version.
6. The augmented information matrix approach
An alternative method to obtain the ACM of the MLEs of factor loadings is to
consider it as a constrained MLE problem, using the augmented information matrix
[9,17]. The augmented information approach gives a procedure to compute the ACM,
but it does not give explicit formulas for the elements of the ACM. However, this
approach is easy to implement; it is applicable to other rotated solutions as well;
therefore it is a very practical approach. In this section, we consider modifying the
standard augmented information matrix approach so that it can be used even when
an element of the matrix of MLEs of unique variances is nearly zero.
In case of the unrotated, unstandardized factor loadings, the formulas for the ele-
ments of the information matrix are given by:
xir;js D

− 1
n

E

o2L
oirojs

D  ij .K0R−1K/rs C .R−1K/is .R−1K/jr ; (37)
yir;j D

− 1
n

E

o2L
oiro j

D  ij .R−1K/jr ; (38)
zi;j D

− 1
n

E

o2L
o io j

D

1
2

. ij /2; (39)
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for 1 6 i; j 6 p; 1 6 r; s 6 m [9], where L is the log likelihood function,  ij the
.i; j/ element of R−1, and .V /rs is the .r; s/ element of matrix V . The m.m− 1/=2
constraint functions guv on the parameters ir and  j are
guv D .K0W−1K/uv (40)
for 1 6 u < v 6 m, and the partial derivatives of guv with respect to ir and  j are
given by
f 1ir;uv D
oguv
oir
D .ruiv C rviu/ −2i ; (41)
f 2j;uv D
oguv
o j
D −jujv −2j : (42)
Now define the matrices X D .xir;js/; Y D .yir;j /, and Z D .zi;j / from the co-
ordinatewise expressions in Eqs. (37)–(39). (Note that the subscripts r and s serve
as row and column block indices, respectively, while i and j are row and column
indices within each block. That is, xir;js is the ..r − 1/p C i; .s − 1/p C j/ element
of X, yir;j the ..r − 1/p C i; j/ element of Y , and zi;j is the .i; j/ element of Z.
The orders of X; Y , and Z are pm pm; pm p, and p  p, respectively. X
and Z are symmetric matrices. Likewise, define the matrices of partial derivatives
F1 D .f 1ir;uv/ and F2 D .f 2j;uv/ from the coordinatewise expressions in Eqs. (41) and
(42). (f 1ir;uv is the ..r − 1/p C i, u.2m− u− 1/=2 C v −m/ element of F1, f 2j;uv
is the .j , u.2m− u− 1/=2 C v −m/ element of F2. The orders of F1 and F2 are
pmm.m− 1/=2 and p m.m− 1/=2, respectively.) Then the augmented infor-
mation matrix is given by the sample size n times the .p.mC 1/Cm.m− 1/=2/
.p.mC 1/Cm.m− 1/=2/ matrix whose submatrices are arranged as 
X Y F1
Y 0 Z F2
F 01 F 02 0
!
; (43)
and the ACM for the MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances is the
p.mC 1/ p.mC 1/ submatrix corresponding to the first p.mC 1/ rows and col-
umns of the inverse of the augmented information matrix.
Here, note that xir;js; yir;j , and zi;j in (37)–(39) are functions of the elements of
R−1 and K, which are all finite. Thus the functions xir;js; yir;j , and zi;j are all finite,
and the estimates of xir;js; yir;j , and zi;j can be computed without any modification
of the formulas even when the MLE of  j is nearly zero. On the other hand, the
equations for the partial derivatives f 1ir;uv and f
2
j;uv in (41) and (42) involve  −1j
and thus for some elements, the estimates of f 1ir;uv and f 2j;uv become very large
when the MLE of  j is nearly zero.
Motivated by Bentler and Yuan [4], Okamoto [19], and Swain [20], we use the
alternative constraint functions huv D .K0R−1K/uv , instead of guv D .K0W−1K/uv
in (30), when an element of MLE of W is nearly zero. In fact, the constraint that
K0W−1K is diagonal is equivalent to the constraint that K0R−1K is diagonal, except
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that the former constraint requires the assumption that W is positive definite, while
the latter constraint requires the assumption that R is positive definite. To see the
equivalence of the two constraints in the regular case, first note the identity:
K0R−1K D K0W−1K.Im C K0W−1K/−1 (44)
and note that, since the RHS of (44) is diagonal, the LHS of (44) also has to be
diagonal.
The partial derivatives of huv with respect to ir and  j , which are used inside
the augmented information matrix are given by:
ohuv
oir
D .J 0irR−1K C K0R−1Jir − K0R−1.JirK0 C KJ 0ir /R−1K/uv; (45)
ohuv
o j
D −.K0R−1KjjR−1K/uv; (46)
where Jir is a p m matrix whose .i; r/ element is 1 and the rest of the elements
are all zero, and Kjj is a p  p matrix whose .j; j/ element is 1 and the rest of
the elements are all zero (see [9, p. 125]). The proof for (45) and (46) is given in
Appendix A.9.
Thus to compute the ACM of MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances when
one element of the MLEs of unique variances is nearly zero, we recommend using the
partial derivatives of huv with respect to ir and j given in (45) and (46), in place of
the partial derivatives of guv with respect to ir and j in (41) and (42). The ACM of
MLEs of factor loadings and unique variances is given by the p.mC 1/ p.mC 1/
submatrix corresponding to the first p.mC 1/ rows and columns of the inverse of
the augmented information matrix with F1 and F2 replaced by the partial derivatives
of huv . We should note that the augmented information matrix approach with the
partial derivatives of the alternative constraint functions can be used whether or not
an element of the MLEs of unique variances is nearly zero.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we dealt with the ACM of MLEs of (unstandardized, unrotated)
factor loadings and unique variances when an element of MLEs of unique variances
is nearly zero, that is, the matrix of MLEs of unique variances is nearly singular.
The standard formulas for the ACM given by Lawley and Maxwell [18] involve
the inverse of the unique variances. Thus, we encounter a problem when one of the
MLEs of unique variances approaches zero, since the reciprocal of the MLE of this
unique variance gets very large.
We presented alternative formulas for the ACM which can be used even when
an element of MLEs of unique variances is nearly zero. The derivation of the alter-
native formulas involved replacing the expressions in terms of the inverse of unique
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variances by the expressions in terms of the inverse of the covariance matrix R whose
elements are all finite. The alternative formulas given in Sections 4 and 5 are exact
asymptotic formulas, and they can be used whether or not an element of MLEs of
unique variances is nearly zero. In this regard, we consider use of the alternative
formulas to be more practical than the standard formulas.
However, it should be noted that statistical instabilities that might arise in the case
of unique variances near zero cannot be avoided just by using alternative formulas.
For example, it is just possible that the asymptotic standard error of the MLE of a
unique variance that is near zero is a very bad approximation to the true standard er-
ror in small samples. (The authors thank the referee for noting this important point.)
This is the area where we certainly need further research. See also [5,15] on the
issues closely related with this point.
Furthermore, we used alternative constraint functions huv D .K0R−1K/uv instead
of guv D .K0W−1K/uv , in the context of the augmented information matrix approach,
when an element of the MLE of unique variances is nearly zero. In fact, use of
the constraint that K0R−1K is diagonal is not new; for example, it was mentioned
by Swain [20]. However, to our knowledge, use of the constraint function huv D
.K0R−1K/uv in the context of the augmented information matrix approach for avoid-
ing use of the inverse of unique variances, as well as the formulas for the partial
derivatives of huv with respect to ir and  j to be used inside the augmented infor-
mation matrix, are new.
The augmented information approach has an advantage in that this approach is
applicable to other rotated solutions as well. In fact, only the matrices F1 and F2 of
the partial derivatives of the constraint functions need to be modified for obtaining
the standard errors for various rotated solutions. As long as the formulas for the
constraint functions are not very complex, in general, the partial derivatives can be
obtained fairly easily.
Appendix A
A.1. Proof of Observation 1
(i) By definition of the eigenvalue–eigenvector equation, .UWU 0/Z D ZN.
Rearrange this equation to:
.W−1=2SW−1=2/.W1=2U 0ZN−1=2/ D .W1=2U 0ZN−1=2/N−1; (A.1)
and comparing (A.1) with the eigenvalue–eigenvector equation .W−1=2SW−1=2/X
D XH gives (14) and (15).
(ii) Use Eq. (4.5) of Lawley and Maxwell [18]: .S − R/R−1K D 0, and rearrange
it as
.UWU 0/.UK.K0S−1K/−1=2/ D .UK.K0S−1K/−1=2/.Im − K0S−1K/: (A.2)
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(See, e.g., [12,19]). Comparing (A.2) with the eigenvalue–eigenvector equation
.UWU 0/Z D ZN gives N D Im − K0S−1K and Z D UK.K0S−1K/−1=2 D
UK.Im −N/−1=2. Thus (16) follows.
A.2. Proof of Observation 2
We omit the hat notation thereafter for simplicity. The rth largest eigenvalues
r; r D 2; : : : ;m, of W−1=2SW−1=2, except the largest eigenvalue, do not get very
large as long as  j is the only unique variance which is nearly zero. The .j; r/
element of K D W1=2X.H − Im/1=2 in (1) is jr D  1=2j !jr .r − 1/1=2. Let  be a
positive quantity very close to zero. When r =D 1, j D  with bounded!jr .j!jr j 6
1/ and finite (not very large) r gives jr D r ; r D 2; : : : ;m, where r are quantities
very close to zero. Thus, the .j; j/ element of S  KK0 C W is sjj  2j1 C .22 C
   C 2m C /, and j1  s1=2jj or j1  −s1=2jj follows.
A.3. Outline of proof of the equivalence of the standard elementwise expressions
and the matrix expressions (4), (5), (7)–(12)
For i; j D 1; : : : ; p, and r; s D 1; : : : ;m, the standard elementwise formulas for
A and B (W version: [13,18]) are
air;jr D r
(
ij −

1
2

rirjr C
mX
k =Dr
.kγrkikjk/
)
; (A.3)
air;js D −frs.r − s/−2gisjr for r =D s; (A.4)
bj;ir D −jr .r − 1/−1 −2j

(
ij j −

1
2

irjr .r − 1/−1 C r
mX
k =Dr
.ikjk.r − k/−1/
)
;
(A.5)
where r is the rth element of themm diagonal matrix H which has as its elements
them largest eigenvalues of W−1=2RW−1=2; ij D 1 if i D j and ij D 0 if i =D j ; and
r and γrk are defined in terms of r ’s as follows:
r D r
r − 1 ; (A.6)
γrk D

r − 1
r − k
2
− 1: (A.7)
First, we show that (A.3) is an element of the first term in (4). Express (A.3) as
air;jr D r.ij CPmkDr .kγ rkikjk//, where γ rk D γrk if k =D r , γ rk D −1=2 if
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k D r , and write the first term in (4) as M ⊗ R C .M ⊗ KM/.diag.Kmγ //.Im ⊗
K0/ D .M ⊗ Ip/fIm ⊗ R C .Im ⊗ K/.Im ⊗ M/.diag.vec.C0///.Im ⊗ K0/g with
C D vec−1.γ /. The equivalence of C and γ rk is obvious by comparing .H − Im/2
and .r − 1/2, and Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im and r − k. The rest is straightforward by
noting that M ⊗ Ip in (4) corresponds to r;Im ⊗ R corresponds to ij , and .Im ⊗
K/.Im ⊗M/.diag.vec.C0///.Im ⊗ K0/ corresponds to PmkD1.kγ rkikjk/.
Next, we show that (A.4) is an element of the second term in (4). First, notice that
A1 in (7) corresponds to is in (A.4). 1m ⊗ K ⊗ 10p includes both the cases of r D s
and r =D s. To set the block diagonal elements which correspond to the case of r D s
equal to zero, we need to subtract a block diagonal matrix .diag.//.Im ⊗ 1p10p/
from 1m ⊗ K ⊗ 10p. Similarly, A01 in (7) corresponds to jr in (A.4). Next, A2 in (8)
corresponds to rs=.r − s/2 in air;js in (A.4) and it is easy to see that H‡ in (11)
corresponds to .r − s/−2.
It is obvious that the first term in B in (5) corresponds to jr .r − 1/−1 −2j in
bj;ir in (A.5). Express
−

1
2

irjr .r − 1/−1 C r
mX
k =Dr
.ikjk.r − k/−1/
as r
Pm
kD1 ikjkbrk, where 
b
rk D .r − k/−1 if r =D k and brk D −.2r.r − 1//−1
if r D k. The equivalence of b and brk is obvious by noting that Im ⊗ H − H ⊗
Im corresponds to r − k and H.H − Im/ corresponds to r .r − 1/. The rest is
straightforward by noting that .10mH ⊗ K/.diag.Kmmb//.Im ⊗ K0/ corresponds to
r
Pm
kD1.ikjkbrk/.
A.4. Alternative elementwise formulas for A and B (R version)
For i; j D 1; : : : ; p, and r; s D 1; : : : ;m,
air;jr D r
(
ij −

1
2

rirjr C
mX
k =Dr
.kγrkikjk/
)
; (A.8)
air;js D −frs.s − r /−2gisjr for r =D s; (A.9)
bj;ir D −r
 
pX
sD1
jssr
!(
ij −

1
2

irr
 
pX
sD1
jssr
!
C
mX
k =Dr
ik.k − r/−1
 
pX
sD1
jssk
!)
; (A.10)
where r are the eigenvalues of UWU 0, and r and γrk are defined in terms of r ’s
as follows:
r D .1 − r /−1; (A.11)
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γrk D 2k

1 − r
k − r
2
− 1: (A.12)
A.5. Proof of the equivalence of the matrix expressions (W version) and the
alternative matrix expressions (R version)
(i) To show the equivalence of (5) and (18):
B D −fW−2K.H − Im/−1 ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ W C .10mH ⊗ K/.diag.Kmb//.Im ⊗ K0/g
D −fW−1K.H − Im/−1 ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ Im C .10mH ⊗ W−1K/.diag.Kmb//.Im ⊗ K0/g
D −fR−1KM ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ Im C .10mH ⊗ W−1K/.diag.Kmb//.Im ⊗ K0/g
D −fR−1KM ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ Im C .10m ⊗ W−1KH−1/.H ⊗ H/.diag.Kmb//.Im ⊗ K0/g
D −fR−1KM ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ Im C .10m ⊗ R−1K/fdiag..H ⊗ H/Kmb/g.Im ⊗ K0/g
D −fR−1KM ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ Im C .10m ⊗ R−1K/fdiag.Km.H ⊗ H/b/g.Im ⊗ K0/g
D −fR−1KM ⊗ 10pg
f10m ⊗ Ip C .10m ⊗ R−1K/.diag.Kmb//.Im ⊗ K0/g;
since
W−1KH−1 D R−1K; W−1K.H − Im/−1 D R−1KM;
and
.H ⊗ H/b
D .H ⊗ H/.Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im − 2 diag.vec.H.H − Im////−11m2
D .H−1 ⊗ Im−Im ⊗ H−1 − 2.H−1⊗H−1/diag.vec.H.H−Im////−11m2
D TH−1 ⊗ Im − Im ⊗ H−1 − 2diagfvec..H − Im/H−1/gU−11m2
D .N ⊗ Im − Im ⊗N − 2diag.vec.Im −N///−11m2
D b:
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(ii) To show the equivalence of (8) and (21):
vec.HH
‡
H/
D .H ⊗ H/vecH‡ D .H ⊗ H/..Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im/2/C1m2
D ..H−1 ⊗ H−1/.Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im/2/C1m2
D ..H ⊗ H/.H−1 ⊗ H−1/2.Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im/2/C1m2
D .H−1 ⊗ H−1/..H−1 ⊗ Im − Im ⊗ H−1/2/C1m2
D .N ⊗N/f..N ⊗ Im − Im ⊗N/2/C1m2g
D .N ⊗N/vecN ‡
D vec.NN ‡N/:
(iii) To show the equivalence of (9) and (22):
vec..H − Im/2H‡/
D .Im ⊗ .H − Im/2/..Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im/2/C1m2
D ff.Im ⊗ .H − Im//−1.Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im/g2gC1m2
D ff.Im ⊗ .H − Im/−1/.Im ⊗ H − H ⊗ Im/g2gC1m2
D ffIm ⊗ .H − Im/−1H − H ⊗ .H − Im/−1g2gC1m2
D ffIm ⊗ .Im − H−1/−1 − H ⊗ .Im − H−1/−1H−1g2gC1m2
D ffIm ⊗ .Im −N/−1 − N−1 ⊗ .Im −N/−1Ng2gC1m2
D f.N−2 ⊗ .Im −N/−2/fN ⊗ Im − Im ⊗Ng2gC1m2
D .N2 ⊗ .Im −N/2/vecN ‡
D vec..Im −N/2N ‡N2/:
(iv) To show the equivalence of (10) and (23): Using N D H−1,
M D H.H − Im/−1 D N−1.N−1 − Im/−1 D .NN−1 −N/−1 D .Im − N/−1:
(v) To show the equivalence of (13) and (26): Use the identityR−1 D W−1 −
W−1KH−1K0W−1, and subtract this from U in (13):
U − R−1 DW−1K.H−1 − .H − Im/−1/K0W−1
DR−1KH.H−1 − .H − Im/−1/HK0R−1
D−R−1K.H − Im/−1HK0R−1
D−R−1KMK0R−1;
since
W−1KH−1 D R−1K
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and
H−1 − .H − Im/−1 D −H−1.H − Im/−1:
A.6. Proof of the expressions for the matrices of partial derivatives ofb and b (W
version)
The likelihood equations are written in the form: .S −bKbK0 − bW/bW−1bK D 0;
diag.S −bKbK0 − bW/ D 0, and nondiag.bK0bW−1bK/ D 0, the differentials of which are
.dR − dKK0 − K dK0 − dW/W−1K D 0;
diag.dR − dKK0 − K dK0 − dW/ D 0;
and
nondiag.dK0W−1K − K0W−1 dWW−1K C K0W−1 dK/ D 0;
respectively, that is,
dKC D .dR − dW/N0 − K dK0N0; (A.13)
diag.dR − dKK0 − K dK0 − dW/ D 0; (A.14)
nondiag.dK0N0 C N dK − N dWN0/ D 0: (A.15)
Vectorizing both sides of (A.13) and letting, db D vec.dK0N0/, .C ⊗ Ip/.d/ D
.K0W−1 ⊗ Ip/vec.dR − dW/− .Im ⊗ K/.db/. Thus, letting ob=o 0 D 1 C 2,
where 1 and 2 are the diagonal and the off-diagonal components of ob=o 0,
respectively, (28) follows.
Now, premultiplying (A.13) by N gives N dKC C CdK0N0 D N.dR − dW/N0. For
the diagonal elements of dK0N0; 2C dK0N0 D N.dR − dW/N0, that is,
dK0N0 D

1
2

C−1  N.dR − dW/N0: (A.16)
Vectorizing (A.16) gives
dbD

1
2

vec.C−1/ vec.N.dR − dW/N0/
D

1
2

vec.C−1/ .N ⊗ N/vec.dR − dW/
D

1
2

diag.vec.C−1//.N ⊗ N/vec.dR − dW/:
Thus 1 in (30) follows.
Next, for the nondiagonal elements of dK0N0, inserting nondiag.N dK/ D
nondiag.N dWN0 − dK0N0/ in (A.15) into nondiag.N dKC C C dK0N0/
D nondiag.N.dR − dW/N0/ in (A.14) gives
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nondiag.C dK0N0 − dK0N0C/ D nondiag.N dRN0 − N dWN0.C C Im//: (A.17)
The vectorized version of (A.17) is
.Im ⊗ C − C ⊗ Im/.db/ D .N ⊗ N/vec.dR/− ..C C Im/N ⊗ N/vec.dW/;
from which 2 in (31) follows. Finally, noting UK D 0 and K0U D 0, (A.14) leads
to diag.U dSU/ D diag.U dWU/. Then
vdg.dW/ D .U  U/−1vdg.UdRU/: (A.18)
Vectorizing the diagonal matrix whose elements are (A.18) gives
d Dvec.dW/ D vec.diag..U  U/−1vdg.U.dR/U///
DKp.U  U/−1K0p vec.U.dR/U/
DKp.U  U/−1K0p .U ⊗ U/Gp.d/;
from which (29) follows.
A.7. Proof of the expressions for the matrices of partial derivatives ofb and b (R
version)
The likelihood equations in the R version are
.S −bKbK0 − bW/S−1bK D 0;
diag.S −bKbK0 − bW/ D 0;
nondiag.bK0S−1bK/ D 0;
and the differentials are
.dR − dKK0 − KdK0 − dW/R−1K D 0;
(A.14), and
nondiag.dK0R−1K − K0R−1 dRR−1K C K0R−1 dK/ D 0;
that is, (A.14) and
dKW D .dR − dW/Z0 − K dK0Z0; (A.19)
nondiag.dK0Z0 C Z dK − Z dRZ0/ D 0: (A.20)
Let d D dK0Z0. Then vectorizing both sides of (A.19) leads to
.W ⊗ Ip/.d/ D .Z ⊗ Ip/vec.dR − dW/− .Im ⊗ K/.d/;
and (33) follows, where Y1 and Y2 are the diagonal and off-diagonal components of
o=o 0, respectively. For the diagonal components of dK0Z0, premultiplication of
(A.19) by Z leads to 2 diagW dK0Z0 D diag.Z.dR − dW/Z0/, that is,
dK0Z0 D . 12 /W−1  Z.dR − dW/Z0: (A.21)
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Vectorizing (A.21) gives
d D . 12 /fdiag.vec.W−1//g.Z ⊗ Z/vec.dR − dW/;
from which Y1 in (35) immediately follows.
For the nondiagonal elements of dK0Z0, inserting ZdK D ZdRZ0 − dK0Z0
in (A.20) into (A.19) premultiplied by Z gives
W dK0Z0 − dK0Z0W D Z dRZ0.Im −W/ − Z dWZ0: (A.22)
Vectorizing (A.22) leads to
.Im ⊗W −W ⊗ Im/.d/ D ..Im −W/Z ⊗ Z/Gp.d/− .Z ⊗ Z/.d /;
from which Y2 in (36) follows. Now, let Q D Ip − KW−1Z. Then noting QK D
0 and using (A.19), we have diag.Q dRQ0/ D diag.Q dWQ0/, that is, vdg.dW/ D
.QQ/−1vdg.Q dRQ/. Thus
d Dvec.dW/ D vec.diag..QQ/−1vdg.Q.dR/Q///
DKp.QQ/−1K0vec.Q.dR/Q/
DKp.QQ/−1K0.Q⊗Q/Gp.d/;
from which (34) results.
A.8. Proof of the equivalence of the three equations .S − R/W−1K D 0;
.S − R/S−1K D 0, and .S − R/R−1K D 0 [19, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3]
We assume the positive definiteness of W; R, and S. Then
.S − R/W−1K D 0,.S − R/W−1KH−1 D 0
,.S − R/R−1K D 0 .used W−1KH−1 D R−1K/
,SR−1K D K
,K D RS−1K
,.S − R/S−1K D 0:
A.9. Proof of the expressions for (35) and (36)
Take the partial derivatives of h D K0R−1K with respect to ir and  j :
oh
oir
D

oK0
oir

R−1K C K0
 
oR−1
oir
!
K C K0R−1

oK
oir

DJ 0irR−1K − K0R−1

oR
oir

R−1K C K0R−1Jir ; (A.23)
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oh
o j
DK0
 
oR−1
o j
!
K
D−K0R−1

oR
o j

R−1K: (A.24)
Inserting the following partial derivatives of R with respect to ir and  j :
oR
oir
D

oK
oir

K0 C K

oK0
oir

D JirK0 C KJ 0ir ;
oR
o j
DKjj ;
into (A.23) and (A.24), the results follow by taking the .u; v/ element.
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